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The next generation solution for 
work machine training

Cost-effective: very high usage thanks to the versatility

Risk-free: damages to the machinery and environment are only virtual

Facilitating: you learn to plan your work by iterating exercises

Realistic: real life work situation exercises motivate users

Compact: you can train on multiple work machines with one simulator platform

Authentic: all handles and controls are identical to real machines

User friendly: easy to use, easy to move



VIRTUAL TRAINING ENVIRONMENT -
EFFECTIVE AND SAFE WAY TO LEARN

You can use the simulator for full work site exercises, do machine control exercises, or to train specific work phases. 
Training authentic handles and controls makes it easy to transition between the simulator and real machines. The 
simulator includes an extensive library of ready-to-use exercises for all levels. You can also create your own work 
specific exercises easily with the exercise editor. You can take and refine any exercise as many times as you want. 
Remember that you learn  by doing and practice makes perfect.

The skills required to maneuver a work machine need to be developed systematically and gradually. The Creanex 
multi-machine simulator is an easy-to-implement solution designed to do just that. 

SIMULATORS

CRANE TRUCK

EXCAVATOR

TRACTOR

BUSPASSENGER VEHICLE

DUMPER

LOG TRUCK

WHEEL LOADER

SEMI-TRAILERTRUCK

FORKLIFT

HARVESTER

FULL COMBINATION TRAILER

VAN WITH TRAILER



Extensive movements

Robust build

Fast and accurate user experience

Durable components

CREANEX MOTION PLATFORM

SIMTRAINER TRAINING MANAGEMENT

The best tool for an 
instructor to manage 
training programs and 
to monitor students’ 
progress. SimTrainer 
complements every 
succesful training 
system. 

Build a clear framework for your training program

Divide contents into units when necessary

Group your students and create group specific programs

Create personal log in keys for your students

Link your exercises and material to your training units

Build gradual progression to the exercises

Follow your students’ progress by assessing exercise reports

Set your own desired scoring and assessment criteria for exercises

Support self-studying with a clear framework, progressive study program, and automatic assessment



Creanex is a Finnish company specializing in technology solutions for moving work machinery. We excel in solutions 
for enchancing the technology of work machinery and the operators’ skills, and enabling tests on machines and 
control systems. Creanex has an extensive experience in co-operating with the leading companies of the field 
worldwide. 

Rieväkatu 14
FI-33540 Tampere
Finland

Puh. (03) 368 3244
contact@creanex.fi
www.creanex.fi

Challenge us today. We promise to deliver. 


